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Machine Learning Models in Practice
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Training the 
Machine Learning 

Algorithm

Training Data

Input Data Trained Model Prediction

MLaaS 
Providers

The increasing complexity of 
Machine Learning Models and 
Training Processes has promoted 
training outsourcing and Machine 
Learning as a Service (MLaaS). 

This creates a paramount 
security concern in the model 
building supply chain.



Backdoor Attacks
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Backdoor attacks can lead harmful 
consequences when the ML models 
are deployed in real life.

trigger

Input Data PredictionTrained 
Model

Backdoor Attack 
influences the 
model prediction 
by modifying the 
model’s behavior 
during the 
training process 
with a backdoor.

Training Data

Training the 
Machine Learning 

Algorithm

Prediction: SLOW

Clean Yellow Square

Prediction: FAST



Existing Attacks: Single-trigger and Single-payload
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Triggered images 
are mapped into one specific target class

Triggered images from different true classes 
are mapped into different target classes



Existing Attacks: Single-trigger and Single-payload
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Triggered images 
are mapped into one specific target class

Triggered images from different true classes 
are mapped into different target classes

Are these the most powerful backdoor 
attacks that the adversary can perform?



Multi-trigger and Multi-payload Attacks?
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Triggered images 
are mapped into one specific target class

Triggered images from different true classes 
are mapped into different target classes

An image with different triggered patterns 
are mapped into different target classes?



Multi-trigger and Multi-payload Attacks?
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An Image with different triggered patterns 
are mapped into different target classes?



Multi-trigger and Multi-payload Attacks?
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Short Story: Attack Performance Significantly Degrade!
(if we want to preserve clean-data performance)

Cause a much larger model perturbation!



Marksman: Multi-trigger and Multi-payload Attacks
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Marksman: Multi-trigger and Multi-payload Attacks
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Marksman: Multi-trigger and Multi-payload Attacks
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Learn to do classification 
and poison the classifier 

Learn to generate the 
multi-payload triggers

Prefer imperceptible, 
global trigger



Effectiveness of Marksman Attacks
High poisoned data percentage (50%)
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Others: clean data accuracy drops significantly

Marksman: clean data accuracy trivially drops



Effectiveness of Marksman Attacks
Low (more practical) poisoned data percentage (10%)
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Others: attack performance drops significantly

Marksman: almost perfect performance on all datasets



Marksman against Defenses
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Neural Cleanse (<2 - bypass)
STRIP (Similar entropy distributions - bypass)

Spectral Signature (No separation in latent space - bypass)



Marksman’s Multi-trigger Multi-payload Attacks
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This work calls for defensive studies to counter Marksman’s more 
powerful yet sophisticated multi-trigger and multi-payload attacks. 
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Thank You!
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MARKSMAN ATTACKS

HIGHLIGHTS ATTACK PERFORMANCE

THREAT MODEL

We discover an extremely sophisticated type of backdoor 
attacks in deep neural networks (DNNs):
● In this attack, the adversary can flexibly attack any target 

label during inference by establishing a causal link 
between the trigger function and all output classes.

● This attack, denoted as Marksman, involves:
○ A class-condition generative trigger function can 

generate an imperceptible trigger pattern to cause the 
model to predict any chosen target label.

○ A constrained optimization objective that can 
effectively and efficiently learn the trigger function 
and poison the model.

● Marksman exhibits high attack effectiveness and can 
bypass most existing backdoor defenses.

● Defensive research on this new attack is necessary.

APPROACH
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Marksman’s Optimization alternates between backdoor-injection 
and multi-target multi-payload trigger generator learning:

Other methods, except Marksman,  require higher poisoning rate to attend good ASRs 

Neural Cleanse - 
Reverse-Engineering Defense STRIP - Input Perturbation Defense

Spectral Signature - Latent-space Defense

Marksman achieves almost perfect performance on all datasets with 10%  poisoned data

Existing defenses do not work against Marksman → Requires more defensive research

The trigger function in Marksman is a class-conditional trigger:

Backdoor attacks can lead harmful 
consequences when the ML models are 
deployed in real life.

DEFENSE TESTS


